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We're changing!

You know The Drama Review is one of the finest and most well-
established theatre journals published today. But beginning with
the Spring 1986 issue (T109), all this will change —it's going to be
even better!

Under the new editorship of Richard Schechner, TDR will cover
not only theatre, but also dance, mime, music, ritual, and other
facets of performance art. The new TDR will be fresh, lively; the
content and design will be dramatically different. TDR will con-
tinue to be the most influential journal on the performing arts.

So, act now and place your subscription to TDR, one of the oldest
new performance journals around!

Yes! Raise the curtain on my subscription to The Drama Review!

Name.
Address

Zip.

Individual, $20.00 Outside USA and Canada add:
Institution, $45.00 $ 4.00 surface mail

$18.00 airmail

Enclosed is $ Renewal
Please charge to my Visa or Master Card Account
(circle one)

Card # Exp. Date

Signature

Mail to: The Drama Review
MIT Press Journals
28 Carleton St.
Cambridge, MA 02142 USA
617-253-2889 AF86
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Performance Studies.
A new field that's

expanding the concept of
theatre and dance.

New York University's Tisch School of the Arts is
defining a new area of scholarship—performance
studies.

Research in this new field is expanding the very
concept of theatre and dance. It is bringing the social
sciences and the arts together.

Performance studies goes beyond dramatic
literature, beyond theatre and dance history, beyond
familiar forms. It encompasses non- Western,
indigenous, folk, and postmodern performance;
explores all aspects of performance—from
everyday interactions to shamanism, from
Broadway to Kabuki, from ballet to burlesque.

Students learn how to document and analyze
performances, undertake cross-cultural studies of
rituals and festivals, and examine theories of
performance ranging from aesthetics to semiotics.

In our M. A. and Ph.D. programs students can
also investigate the nature and role of critical
writing, work at the Shubert Archives of Broadway
theatre musicals, and help edit The Drama Review.

Graduates of the Performance Studies Program
are teaching and working professionally throughout
the world—in universities, theatres, museums,
archives, and publishing. Many have had their
dissertations published.

The program offers several areas of concen-
tration: performance theory, dance history,
contemporary performance, performance writing
and criticism, folk performance and popular
entertainments, performance documentation,
gender and representation, and movement analysis.
The faculty includes some of the most highly
respected scholars in the field: Brooks McNamara,

Richard Scheduler, Marcia B. Siegel, Michael
Kirby, and Barbara Kirshenblatt-Gimblett. This
resident faculty is joined by such distinguished
guests as Martha Davis, Deborah Jowitt, Yvonne
Rainer, Allan Kaprow, JoAnn Akalaitis, and
Eugenio Barba.

For more information about the M.A. or Ph.D.
Performance Studies Program at Hsch School of the
Arts, return the attached coupon or telephone (212)
598-2596.

A m VATE UNivHsmr IN THE nmuc SERVICE

Tisch School of the Arts
New \fork University
721 Broadway, 7th Floor
New York, N.Y. 10003
Attn.: Dr. Roberta Cooper
Please send me information on the program in performance
studies.

I would like to apply for D fall D spring D summer
admission.

Name-

Address.

City/State/Zip-

Telephone

New York University is an affirmative action/equal opportunity
institution.
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